Spasticity is characterized by hyperreflexia, clonus and hypertonic musculature and is an impediment to functional locomotor recovery after spinal cord injury (SCI). It is known that the structure and biophysical properties of motoneurons are altered following SCI; however, the physiological mechanisms underlying spasticity are not well understood. Under control conditions motoneurons can produce plateau potentials, which are sustained depolarizations triggered by brief synaptic inputs. These plateau potentials are mediated by L-type calcium currents and are known to cause bistable behavior in the motoneurons of brain-stem intact animals and humans. This bistable behavior endows motoneurons with a mechanism for translating short lasting synaptic inputs into long lasting motor output \[[@B1]\]. During the acute stage following SCI, rat motoneurons lose the endogenous ability to generate plateau potentials but at chronic stages the plateau potentials reappear \[[@B2]\]. Voltage gated persistent sodium and calcium currents (PICs) have been identified as the cause of plateau potentials in the chronic stage following SCI \[[@B3]\]. In the presence of PICs, a brief stimulus can produce self sustained firing.

Two-compartment models with Hodgkin-Huxley type channel kinetics were constructed to mimic motoneuron dynamics for the control case and for the acute and chronic stages following SCI. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the channels used in constructing the motoneuron models.

###### 

Motoneuron model currents.

  Motoneuron   Soma Channels                                Dendritic Channels
  ------------ -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  Control      I~Na~, I~K-dr~, I~Ca-N~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~   I~Ca-N~, I~Ca-L~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~
  Acute        I~Na~, I~K-dr~, I~Ca-N~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~   I~Ca-N~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~
  Chronic      I~Na~, I~K-dr~, I~Ca-N~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~   I~Ca-N~, I~Ca-P~I~Na-P~, I~K(Ca)~, I~Leak~

Experimental data for injected ramp currents and injected pulse currents were used to constrain the model parameters \[[@B2]\]. Computational studies were used to systematically investigate the mechanisms underlying the generation of plateau potentials and the firing properties in the three cases including: the influences of the specific ionic currents, the coupling strength between the somatic and dendritic compartments, and the relative sizes of the two compartments.
